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Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Get the Solid Preparation Needed to Pass Your                           Security Certification Exam on the First Try 
           Filled with career-building instruction and guidance, Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study Guide is a hands-on learning tool that will help you pass a wide variety of...
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Cloud Standards: Agreements That Hold Together CloudsApress, 2012

	Cloud computing is often described as providing computing resources the way electric utilities provide energy. In theory, anyone with an adequate connection to the Internet should be able to tap into a cloud provider and get exactly the computing resources they want when they want it, just like plugging into the electricity grid and...
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Modern Robotics: Building Versatile Machines (Milestones in Discovery and Invention)Chelsea House Publications, 2006

	The Milestones in Science and Discovery set is based on a simple but powerful idea—that science and technology are not separate from people’s daily lives. Rather, they are part of seeking to understand and reshape the world, an activity that virtually defines being human.


	More than a million years ago, the ancestors of...
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Cloud Development and Deployment with Cloudbees (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	All technology evangelists talk about revolutions. Even they just have a classic product to demonstrate. So, if I tell you that the Cloud will change the IT industry, you may consider that I'm biased, being a CloudBees employee. Anyway, I'm convinced that a huge shift has been introduced by the Cloud technologies and the way in which...
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Nuclear Engineering Handbook (Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 2009
Nuclear power has, in recent years, undergone a major transformation, resulting in major technical developments and a new generation of nuclear scientists and engineers. A comprehensive book that reflects the latest nuclear technologies has been lacking—until now.

The Nuclear Engineering Handbook is a response to...
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Modelling Distributed Energy Resources in Energy Service Networks (Iet Renewable Energy)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2013

	Modelling Distributed Energy Resources in Energy Service Networks focuses on modelling two key infrastructures in urban energy systems with embedded technologies. These infrastructures are natural gas and electricity networks and the embedded technologies include cogeneration and electric vehicle devices. The subject is addressed using...
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Building Websites With Joomla!: A step by step tutorial to getting your Joomla! CMS website up fastPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is being written in a small village in Sachsen-Anhalt in Germany, among other places. I live in this village. There is no access to DSL here; there are no public WLAN hotspots, no UMTS, no large companies and no city noise.

My work consists of activities like lecturing, advising, listening, testing and trying, programming,...
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Computational and Data Grids: Principles, Applications and DesignIGI Global, 2011


	After a lot of development efforts, computer science led us undoubtedly to technological revolutions

	which have been characterized by the creation of the Internet that influences the future of this science.

	The next revolutionary step occurred by the necessity of the creation of a new computer network, when

	researchers realized...
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VMware VI and vSphere SDK: Managing the VMware Infrastructure and vSpherePrentice Hall, 2009
Virtualization is not a new concept, but it is changing the computing industry in a profound way. Server virtualization is now #1 on enterprises’ budget lists. According to analysts, it will continue to be the highest impact trend, changing infrastructure and operations through 2012.

Virtualization became popular for two reasons....
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Automated Lighting, Second Edition: The Art and Science of Moving Light in Theatre, Live Performance, and EntertainmentFocal Press, 2010

	Late last year, in 2008, I was fi nishing work on another book called Electricity
	for the Entertainment Electrician & Technician when Danielle Monroe, one of
	the many wonderful people at Focal Press, sent me an email. Almost as an
	afterthought—one of those oh-by-the-ways—she mentioned that we should
	start work on...
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Hidden Unity in Nature's LawsCambridge University Press, 2001
One of the paradoxes of the physical sciences is that as our knowledge has progressed, more and more diverse physical phenomena can be explained in terms of fewer underlying laws, or principles. In Hidden Unity, eminent physicist John Taylor puts many of these findings into historical perspective and documents how progress is made when unexpected,...
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Teach Yourself Electricity and ElectronicsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
In introductory electronics, Stan Gibilisco wrote the book.  The gifted writer/teacher's TEACH YOURSELF ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS is your best choice for clarity, completeness, and up-to-date coverage.

* The best-selling electronics introduction, offering a user-friendly independent study approach 
* The quickest way to learn the...
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